
Ed. Note:

Bro. Hiscox does explain the authority issue concerning Councils.  However, we want the issue to be very
plain so it was deemed appropriate to insert this Editor’s Note.

Councils have no authority whatsoever.  They are strictly advisory.

There is no higher ecclesiastical authority than the Local Church.  It is the body of Christ and recognizes
no head except Christ and no authority but the Word of God.  If a council is called it is strictly for wise
counsel concerning a matter under consideration by the Local Church that requests that a council be
enjoined.

Calling a council together is a very unusual course of action by a Local Church.  Almost all matters can
be decided by a thorough examination of the Scriptures by the pastor and the other members of that Local
Church and deliberation on the matter within that local body.  Only in the most unusual circumstance would
a council be called.  Generally the pastor of the Local Church has already sought out wise counsel from
other, and generally more experienced, pastors and scholars known to the pastor to be fundamental and
biblical in their normal approach to all matters.  This coupled with the intense examination of the Scriptures
by the pastor and the other members of the church and deliberation of the matter as a group, led by the pastor
who should be the most knowledgeable in the Scriptures coupled with the wise counsel he has already
sought out, should be able to give them an answer in nearly every case.  Only in the most extreme
circumstance, when the Church’s most assiduous examination of the matter has not brought an answer,
would the Church, led by the pastor, call for a council to deliberate the matter.

Even then, the council’s only purpose would be to examine the issue and give biblical counsel concerning
it to the Church that called it.  Beyond that, the Local Church can decide to accept or reject the counsel of
the Council.  The Council itself having absolutely no authority over the Local Church that called it but
acting, rather, in strictly an advisory capacity.
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Whether one believes in councils or not is a matter of personal conviction.  The following section will be useful as a guide for those who do believe they are biblical and useful.
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